EXPERT OPINION

1. Title of contribution

2. Assessing the professionalism of the text:
   - Originality -
   - Focus –
   - Correctness of offered information -
   - Necessity to complement, explain or delete certain points –

3. Assessing the formal structure of the text:
   - Scope –
   - Appropriately balanced component parts of the text (introduction, body, conclusion, commentary, possibly even splitting into more chapters). The reviewer can also recommend, e.g., to transfer some parts of the text into the comments and vice versa.
   - Professionalism of style (matter-of-fact and understandable ways of expression) -

4. Assessing the appendices
   - Scope (the reviewer can suggest some shortening or additions) –
   - Quality (value of information) –
   - Evaluation of suitability of proposed illustrations –

5. Recommendation to publish or to abstain from publishing, possibly some suggested amendments
   - reductions –
   - complementing –
   - change of concept etc. –

6. Reviewer´s comments